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The Race Myth
JOSEPH L. GRAVES, JR.

The idca that race is a biological or genetic fact is wrong, as Graves here demonstrates. He shous that there is no such thing as a "race gene," and that there is
Iastly more genetic similarity among human beings than there are differences
aTess so-ialed races. This article underscores, from cument biological rescarch, that
raic is not a thing so much as it is arn idea that humnan beings have created.
ometimes, the scientific investigation of one problem presents solutions to

another. In 1986, scientists proposed a major undertaking: to sequence the
entire human genome, to draw a
map of the 100,000 or so genes that make
humans distinct from apes or
dolphins or squirrels. We knew that each of those
genes could be found in a specific place on one of the twenty-three pairs of

human

chromosomes,

but for the most

part, we didn't know exactly where.
ladders
of DNA molecules from
twisting
biolhigh-school
ogy? The DNA of each gene is made up of letters, which are
pairs of molecule combinations. There are three billion
letters in the human genome. At the
Technology Center of Silicon Valley (now called the Tech Museum
for InnovaRemember those

tion), scientists built

model of what this looks like. Think of a
spiral staircase
telephone directory. Now, wind a second staircase around the
first to make a double
spiral. Every phonebook is a gene, and the contents are
the letters. If you have
100,000 phonebooks, and the information in them isn t
listed alphabetically, and
you aren't sure which
phonebook goes where along the
spirals, you ve got a big project on
your hands.
Producing all three billion letters of the human
genome might be the great
est achievement in
the history of
of all science. The
biology,
possibly
genome map could tell us about the
huma
origin of human disease, the genera
function of our bodies, and
possibly what it means to be human. A number
theoretical and technical
O
problems had to be solved to sequence the
ot
the least of which
genome,
was whose
"
genome should be read. The scientists
involved with the

and each step

a

as a

lem of human

genome

project
began to
genetic variation andimmediately
the
of race.

wrestle with

concept
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CONTROVERSY
FOR EVERY DIscoVERY, A
Celera Genomics

to map the
only major private corporation in the quest
off a
touched
February 2001, Celera's CEO, Craig Venter,

was

the

human genome. In
1minor firestorm when he commented that "race is not a scientific concept."" He
knew that it wasn't possible to distinguish people who were ethnically African
American, Chinese, Hispanic, or white at the genome level. Celera's sequencing
of the human genome showed that the average pair of human beings who are

not close relatives differ by 2.1 million genetic letters out of those 3 billion, yet
only a few thousand of those differences account for the biological difrerences
between individuals.
Venter argued that we all are essentially identical twins at the level of the
genome. Celera used DNA extracted from five volunteers, three women and

two men, who were ethnically African American, Chinese American, Hispanic,
and European American. Their results showed that at the DNA level you could

clearly tell the females from the males (due to the genetic differences in the X
and Y chromosomes), but you could not identify the race of the individual from

the DNA.
Venter's comment should not have been controversial. The Celera study
only confirmed at the molecular level something population geneticists and
physical anthropologists had recognized for well over fifty years: the nonexistence

of

biological

felt

races

in the human

species. Still,

some

prominent biolog1sts

compelled attack Venter and defend the race concept in biology. Among
them was James Crow (yes, that is his
name), who in early 2002 defended the
legitimacy of identifying races in humans. In the publication of the National
to

Academy of Arts and Sciences, Daedalus, he commented: "Whenever an institution

or

society singles

out individuals who are
exceptional or outstanding in
racial
differences will become more
way,
apparent. That fact may be
uncomtortable, but there is no way around it."
some

In support of this notion, rather than
citing scientific evidence, he gave as
example a social phenomenon: the overrepresentation of African Americans
in track and field, and their
underrepresentation in
and engineering, relative to Asian Americans. His exact comment physics
was: "A
stopwatch is
colorblind." It's amazing when geneticists ot
Crow's statuure demonstrate
James
this blind spot when it comes to human
variation and the
concept ot race. lt
still happens because the social
construction of race is
deeply ingrained in the
thinking of most American intellectuals,
including biologists and medical
an

practitioners.
. . .

The fact is that no
explain how

few pages, I'Il
n humans for

our

biological
a

race

diflerences

to

races exists n

is detined and

quality

nodern humns. ln the next
wlhy there isn't enough variation

as races.
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IT MEAN?
RACE: WHAT DOES

TO BE A RACE?
WHAT DOES IT TAKE
or variety), an animal
race (or subspecies
quahty ottically as a biological
plant has to meot one of two reqlirenents:
that it evolved in
It can have its own distinct genetic lincage, meaning

To

enough

isolation tlhat it

never

(or rarely)

Or

mated with individuals outside its

borders. or
The genctic distance between one population and another has to be signifIcantly gTeater than the genetic variability that exists within the populations

themselves.
The first requirement is pretty straightforward, but the second takes some
explaining. Think of it as a formula, and we're looking for two percentages to
plug into it: one for distance and one for variability. To do that, we have to
understand how geneticists measure variety, and we have to detine genetic distance and genetic variability as painlessly as possible.

VARIETY IS THE SPICE OF GENETICS

We're all pretty familiar with DNA by now: It's the DNA molecules along our
chromosomes that determine what makes us the same as other animals, what
makes us different from them, and what makes us different from each other.
Along each chromosome, there are specific parts-somewhere between

twenty-five thousand and forty thousand of them-that control our traits. At
each of these parts there are two chemical
messages that code for a trait, like
brown eyes or the ability to roll
your tongue. Some messages are dominant

over others, so that it you get a message from Mom that says "brown" and a

message from Dad that says "blue," your eyes are
going to be brown. Many
more
messages have a mixing etfect, producing physical features that fall
some
where in the middle
of both parents, so that, say, your nose might be bigger tna
your mother's but smaller than
your father's.
The range of
possible combinations of these messages is pretty
mindboE
gling: One egg cell or one sperm cell can have
8,388,608
possible
of
combinatiol
chromosomes, so for a couple producing a
the number of pote
child,
chromosome arrangements for that
child would be 8,388,608! This means that
there is a tremendous
u
amount of diversity that
can be
of

parents, yet on average the
ture of both of the

parents.

physical

traits

produced by even one P
of the offspring still resemble a nix-

No one's
saying that these differences amount to
wIse, you'd be a
races, of
different race from your
The
parents.
nations of traits
large number or
Just means that, any
way you look at it,

course, o

complex.

human E

ombi
etics
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MEASURING VARIATION: WE'RE NOT ALL
THAT DIFFERENT
There

are
ways to compare the complexity of one group of humans with another,
matter how you want to define
group. A group could be all the people who
were born and raised on
Maui, or a number of people who have Down's synno

drome. With all the

possible variety, where do we start measuring variation?
Let's look again at those
messages in our DNA. About 33 percent of the
spots on the chromosomes where they live allow a lot of
possibilities for a particular trait-people can have
brown, blue, green, hazel, or golden eyes, for
instance. ln the
remaining 67 percent of the spots, only one type ot message is
allowed, so that nearly every human being will have identical
messages tor a particular trait at that
spot (wrong messages in these spots can result in genetic dis-

ease). S0, about a third of our messages are responsible for all of the variety we

see in people worldwide.
That seems like a lot, but it's not all. From
studying these messages for traits,
sCientists n o w know that two individuals from
anywhere in the world can

potentially share 86 percent of the traits out of that 33 percent. Doing the

math, that leaves only 4.62 percent of our genetic makeup responsible for all
our

individuality.

Put another way: the traits of

an

Inish

businessperson,

an

African-American lawyer, and the prime minister of India are quite likely to be
95.38 percent identical. Geography does
play a part, so that if two people are
from the same continent, you can reduce the
variability by another 10 percent,
and if they're from the same
village, you can reduce it by yet another 4 percent.

So, variety is measured by looking at the percentage of our DNA that makes us

unique. What's genetic distance?

GETTING WITHIN SHOUTING DISTANCE
Genetic distance is a statistic calculated by examining ditterent groups of people. It
is

a

measurement

of how trequently

the

genetic messages

tor traits occur in

populations. People who share larger proportions of the same messages across their
genome are genetically close, and people who do not share the same messiges
are genetically more distant. For instance, let's examine the message that causes
sickle cell anemia, a disease that people think of as associated with race. This message occurs in large numbers in people who live in tropical areas because, it tums
out, if you have one sickle cell message and one normal message, you have a better chance of survivingg malaria, a typical discase of the tropics. So, the sickle coll
ancmia message is in high frequencies in populations in westem Atiica, the Midile

East, thc Persian Gulf, the Mediteanean, and lndiu. lu the case ot this message,
someoe from Ghana is genetically coser to soneone tron Syria than to sonneone

from Kenya, because Kenyans (who live at high altituules where there isn't unuch
malaria) don't have a high frequency of sickle cell messages. This clearly shows
that sickle cell anenia cannot be associated witlh any particular race.
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This points to an inportant fact: Gcograplical distance dloes not necessar

ily cqual
ditterent

genctic dist.ance. ln fact,

because they

ssung

that two

pcople

are

genetically

look like they cane from different parts of the world

can be really dangerous for their hcalth. Why? Because things like people's
blood type or their ability to accept transplanted organs are dictated by how
netially close they are, not necessarily by where their ancestors came from

geograplhiealhy.

Bccuse pcople equate race with external physical characteristics, they
assme more often than not that a person is more likely to find an organ donor

anong the members of their own supposed racial group. This misconception in
biomedical research or clinical practice that insists on sticking to these false racial
categories causes nmany errors and lost lives.

LOCATION, LOCATION, LOCATION?
If geographic distance doesn't necessarily equal genetic distance, does that make

geographic distance irrelevant? No. There is still a strong correlation between
geographic distance and genetic distance. After all, it's geographic isolation that

is the biggest factor in the development of new traits. It's just a mistake to assume
that one type of distance equals the other.

So, whether we're looking at geographically close or distant populations of
humans, the question that really matters is still this: If all the genetic information
from two populations that we think of as races is examined, how similar are

they? And are their differences big enough to qualify them as separate races?

SIZE MATTERS: THE STANDARD FOR MEASURING

GENETIC VARIATION
To figure this out, we would have to look at a lot more than a couple of indi-

like a sickle cell message or blood types. We'd have to evaluate the
genetic
information from enough people across a big
number
of
enough
separated populations for the statistics to be meaningful. Fortunately for you and me, it's been
done for us already.

cators

This analysis has used a number of approaches, examining the big three
sOurces: protein variation, nuclear DNA, and mitochondrial DNA. All of these

techniques
young

to

agree that anatomically modern humans are a
young species-too
have developed
any significant genetic distances between populations

before mass

scale started
mobility on a
what few differences there
were. The result is that there is no unambiguous way to describe biolog1cal races

global

blurring

within our species.
It's not for lack of a standard: Biologists have studied genetic vanation ma
Wide

variety

of

organisms other

than humans for

over

fifty

years, and

have
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identified

distance between
described many geographical
about 20 percent total genetic
show
outside of humans usually
of fruit tlies.
the various species
as 1s the c a s e in, say,
their populations,
variation in modern
that much genetic
near
see
anywhere
We do not
about ten times lower
distances in humans are statistically
humans. The genetic
e v e n when compar1ng
in other organisms,
average
20
the
percent
There is
(2 percent) than
within modern humarns.
populations
separated
the most geographically
w e s t e r n African chimpanzees
found within o n e tribe of

greater genetic variability
been any degree of
In fact, there has n e v e r
human
species!
entire
the
in
exists
than
the levels used to create
humans equivalent e v e n to
natural selection in modern
order to support the
domestic pigeons o r dogs. In
the differences in the breeds of
have to use a very
modern humans, you would
existence of biological races in
of a n i m a l s been applied to all other species
different sort of reasoning than has
and that would be bad science.

THE DUSST
ONE REQUIREMENT BITES
Genetic
o u r formula for race:
have the first number to plug into
Okay,
need the
is about 2 percent. We still
distance between populations of humans
within those populations.
other number, for genetic variation
distances
us that human genetic
The same types of studies that showed
times m o r e
have also shown that there is about 8.6
average only 2 percent
defined racial groups than between them.
genetic variation within the classically
times m o r e genetic variation between any
Why? Because there is about 8.6
and another individual than there is between the
given individual o n the planet
makes o n e
to. In other words, the variability that
now we

populations they belong

African-American person different from another is greater than the variability
Tibetans or Amazonian tribes.
between African Americans and Swedes o r
Remember we said that moden humans share 86 percent of their genetic
o u r genome is responsible for our indivariations, so that less than 5 percent of
versus
Now, it's time to look back at the formula for genetic distarnce

viduality.
genetic variability.

For any grouP of humans to be

a

race, their

genetie

distance

percent, would have to be greater than their
that tiv.
Is
unique genetic variab1ility, around 5 percent. TwO not bigger

from another group, around 2

It's a fact that if you add the 10 percent that accounts tor shared variations

betwee populations

on

the

same

contnent,

Cnd up With albout

T

the 4 pereent shared by local
genetic variability. Snce this is

plus

percent
Jower than the 2 percent statIstic tor genetic distanc*, this WOuld technically

populatiO1s, you

meet our definition of a ce. There are

couple ot problens with that conclu-

SIOn. For one, we would be acceptng percentages ot v.anability in hunans that

are far bclow the percentages that are applied to all other orgnisnis on the plainet
as evidence of race. For another, treatmg Populations with I percent variability as

distinct races would result in dentilying over I,000 races ot humans. Followingg
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the argunment to its logical concusion, since famiies arc evcn more genetically

snmlar than geograph

neglh1bors, we could say that every individual family is a

Tace, or eTCy cultural grou

that trics to keep itself separate (such as the Amishi

I a race. ln other wornds, the distinction becomes mcaningless.
That's really the point. The majority of genetic variation in humans occurs

betwcen mdivuduals, without regard to membership in soCially constructed race.
And none ot the unique variations we see approach the minimum levels used to

idenuty races in other species.

HOMAGE TO ALEX HALEY: OUR COMMON ROOTS
Our tormula didn't work, so we know that populations of humans just don't
meet

the

required distance-to-variability

ratio for

being separate

races.

Identify-

ng a race by physical characteristics such as skin color or eye shape is as invalid as

saying that all people who are tall or who have straight hair or who are pigeontoed constitute separate races. Let's look now at the other requirement for race

identification, genetic lineage.
There is no evidence that any group of humans now in existencegeographically or in socially detined races-has an evolutionary or genetic line
of descent that is distinct from other
groups.
Every person is descended from two parents, four
and

grandparents,

eight

great-grandparents. With each generation back into our ancestry, the number of
lineal ancestors doubles (if all the ancestors are
unrelated). If we go back twentyfour generations into our
past, about fifteen hundred years ago, we each would
have had 33,554,432 ancestors! At that
time, the world
was around
206,000,000 people. That means that if we all really had population
separate, unrelated ancestors, every single one of us would be descended
from about 16 percent
ot the
world's population in the year 502 A.D.
Obviously the math doesn't work, which
strongly suggests that not all of our ancestors came from
independent families and
that many individuals must have
contributed to many family
lineages.
In a place like the United
States, where the population has been intermarrying for a long time, and has been
engaged in interracial sex and conception ou
side of marriage, it is
fairly easy to show that the socially described races do not
exist as
separate lines of genetic descent. Still, we can and
should ask if there ever
was a time when
the

world's

In this
sense, an

populations were truly independent.
independent lineage would be a population that was

isolated
mixing genetically with other humans--one
that never mated and
breu
own group. In the animal
kingdom, kangaroos are an exampic
geographic isolation of Australia and its
surrounding islands
complete that this particular
species of marsupial developed there and was
else. Since we know
that race is an
intermediate step toward becoming nownc
1es,
what we're
a
for genetically is the
Spc
looking
human equivalent of a
way to becoming a
marsupiai o its
kangaroo...

from

outside its
this: The

THE
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LEAD T 0 . .
ALL ROADS

of

methods
More reliable

genetic

distances

between

techniques,

from group to group,

originated.
Humans

have been

on

the

move

since

DNA at the

our

we

sub-Saharan

first left

same

groups

time

as

we

were

other since

we

We're the

first evolved.

adapting
traced

Canis to

survive

domestic

were

Genetically, we're

not

even

only species of

analogy

have survived into modermity-an

dogs (no

would be
more

if

DIFFERENCES

each

genus to

the

members

only
jackals,

the

coyotes,

We're all
separate breeds:

AREN'T PHYSICAL

they

Africa

be
80,000 years ago, combining
ineages cannot
conditions. Distinct genetic
local
With
o
u
r
genetically to
because we've been mixing
human populations
between
or
Homo
within

as

increments

in sImall
show that humans vary
these
from
where
data
depending o n
be shown. The
drastically
rather than differing

neighbor joining
to

studying

relative
which allow

be used, such

can

human populations

or

of

wolves).

mutts.

PROOF THAT

RACES EXIST?
We kind of look like separate

people point
you've read so far,
what

to

first

to

breeds, though.

justify

that's
you know

Observable

their belief in different
a

dead horse

but, just

physical

features

After
make the

races.

to

are

everything
point, let's

beat it a little longer.

combination
traits in populations? Genes do this in
variation can't be divvied up evenly
with environmental factors. So, if genetic
traits. Skin color, hair type, body stature, blood
neither can

What determines

into races,

physical

physical

tendencies t
groups, or

get

certain diseases do

not alone

or

in

combnation

socially constructed in North America.
It's absolutely true that these physical traits vary among geographical populaFor example, Sri
tions. What most people don't real1ze 1s the way that they vary.
define the racial groups that have been

Lankans of the Indian subcontinent, Nigerians, and aboriginal Australians share a
dark skin tone, but differ in hair type, facial teatures, and genetic predisposition
for discase. If you try to use characteristics such as height, body proportions, skull
measurements, hair type, and skin color to create a tree showing how human

populations are related, you get a tree that doesn't match the measured genetic
relatedness and known evolutionary history of our species.

A tree like that would say, "all short, extremely dark-skinned people with
thick curly hair are the sanme race," and would link Papuus troun New Guinea

and abonginal Australians most cosely to sub-Saharan Atricans. We know, however, fro) geneti

analyses, that Papuans a d abongn.al Australi.ns are the grvup

1nostgenetically distant fron sub Sal1aran Atricans. And thatnnakes total sense,
because sub Saharan Alricans and aborigin.al Australius ae two ot the nuost geo-

graphically separated hunan goups, so intenmariage has been ninal. AIstrala, after al, was cut ofl from bumn migr.tion tor ost of its history.
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We also know that within sub-Saharan Alrican populations, Cverything from
skm color to skull types to total genetic diversity is imore varable than in any
other ot the worlds populations. In other words, a person from the Congo and
person trom Mali are more likely to be different genetically trom each other
than ether is tronm a person from Belgium. Yet, if everyone from this region got

up and moved to the United States, we'd call them all AfrIcan Americans and see
them as members of the same race.
Physical traits fail to detine races because local populations produce traits that
dapt to climate and other environmental factors wherever those tactors occur.

This means that, however genetically or geographically distant they are, tropical
populations will have physical traits that match tropical conditions, like the sickle
cell message. Kenyans and Peruvians will have greater lung capacities and red
blood cell counts from living at high altitudes. These features are completely
independent of the other genetic aspects of their physical makeup, and cannot
be used to determine membership in a socially defined race.

TAKING IT BACK HOME
America has perfected the concept of socially defined races. On first inspection, it
might have seemed that these races had biological legitimacy. The English colo-

nists, the native peoples they called Indians, and the West Africans they brought
as slaves all came from different places along the range of genetic diversity. It is
entirely possible that the social construction of race in America would have pro

ceeded differently if the full spectrum of the world's populations had immigrated
to America along with western Europeans and Africans. Certainly, things would
have been different if the prior history of the world had allowed these groups to
under conditions fostering social equality.
But, as we know, cultural rather than biological traits were used to define

come

together

our races. The rules of cultural evolution differ from those of biological evolution, but sadly scientists, doctors, philosophers, and law makers have for the most

part, not yet acknowledged the difference. We must stop masking the real social
issues with racist ideologies in order to build a truly just society.

NOTES
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DISCUSSION QUESTIONS
1.

What does Graves
in humans

2.

occurs

when he says that the majority of genetic
between individuals, not between races?
mean

Over the years, many have spent

a

great deal of time

and ettort

variation

arguing

that

there is a biological basis to race, but most have been proven wrong, and

now we know that there is no genetic basis for race. Why do you think
there has been so much more attention given to presumed biological bases
for race, compared to social bases for race?

